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$500 WORTH OF GOVERNMENT CHART AND COAST PILOT COVERAGE--MARKED WITH

WAYPOINTS, BRIDGES, AND THE ROUTE! The Intracoastal Waterway Chartbook is a complete

set of navigation charts for the 1,090-mile Intracoastal Waterway from Norfolk to Miami, as well as

charts for all major Atlantic inlets. The chartbook also includes a complete listing of waterway bridge

and lock characteristics; anchorage listings; mileage charts; charts for a picturesque alternate route;

andâ€•new to this editionâ€•marina listingsâ€•all in a compact, easy-to-use format. The preferred

route is marked in magenta on the charts to guide you all the way down (or up) the entire length of

the Intracoastal Waterway. Safe anchorage locations are also shown to keep you and your vessel

safe--and rested--as you cruise. Waypoints are also given for critical locations along the entire

route, allowing you to pre-plot your course in your GPS. Use this all-in-one chartbook alone or as a

backup to your electronic navigation. Statute miles are noted in fi ve-mile increments in the chart

margins, along with bridge, lock, marina, and anchorage locations. A handy place-name index

makes it even easier to go right to the chart showing your destination. "All the charts you need for

the 1,000-mile 'Ditch' cruise for a fraction of the price." -- Cruising World "An outstanding example of

economical, complete, no-nonsense chart compilation." -- Practical Sailor "An excellent

compendium." -- The Capital (Annapolis, MD) "Your destination can be followed page by page in the

proper order." -- Trailer Boats
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Very usable in it's small page spiral format. Flipping pages as one cruises north or south is easy,



and takes very little space at the helm. The annotations indicating marina locations save looking in

separate guides when a stopping point is desired. Some obvious side trips (e.g. Banana River) are

omitted and would have helped increase usefulness if included.

The charts are well organized and very reliable. Only a minimum number of aids were missing or

changed in number. Some of the bridge info is a little dated but generally did not cause any

navigational problems.

The charts are arranged in a great easy to use logical fashion. The best part is that it takes up very

little space on your chart table or lap. I would have liked it more if it was extended to include the

Keys through Key West.

This was a replacement for a much older, well-used copy. It's even better than before, with GPS

waypoints added and various other adjunct features. You can tell these folks have not only gotten

feedback, but used it. And it's the perfect size to sit next to you at the helm when tooling down the

ICW.

This book is well worth the price. I have a Nav ap on my iphone and ipod touch that does the GPS

thing but having a true chart is so much easier. I tend to use this book with bino's and compass

more than my GPS stuff. Also a plus is the bridge names are in the margins near the bridges for

quick reference as well as showing anchorages.Thanks for putting together such a nice chart book.

Finally this book was updated. It is one of the best on the market and they improved it from last

issue. Some suggestions are adding some more info for upstreams that are cut off. Info for going

outside is excellent (inlets).

This chart book saved us on our recent trip up the ICW from Oriental, NC to Maryland. There were

several areas where we had no cell reception and the GPS on our boat was a few years outdated.

Without this book, we would've gotten stuck a couple of times. Very detailed and a must for any trip

on the ICW.

I had an earlier edition of this Chartbook and use it religiously for my many passages up and down

the ICW from the Chesapeake to Florida. The newer edition is an improvement as it added a lot of



notes to the margins of the maps (i.e. bridge openings, more anchorages, marina locations). The

format is very efficient for cockpit use as it is not overly bulky and the pages can be flipped to keep

pace with your progress. This format elevates my margin of safety as I can easily predict the next

series of ATON's and daymarks to keep my vessel in the channel without having to search a large

chart.
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